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MATHEMATICS IS THE QUEEN OF SCIENCES

� Yatha sikha mayuranam
Naganam manayo yatha
Tadvadvedangasastranam
Ganitam murdhani sthitam

� "Like the crowning crest of a peacock and the 
shining gem in the cobra’s hood, mathematics is 
the supreme Vedanga Sastra" .

� There  are  six VedangaSastras   
     viz. Siksa (phonetics), Niruktam (etymology),     

Vyakaranam (grammar), Chandas (prosody),       
Kalpam (ritualistics) and Ganitam (maths).

                                                      - Vedic maths



SRINIVASA RAMANUJAN :

� Born22 December 1887
Erode, Madras Presidency, British India

� Died26 April 1920 (aged 32)
Kumbakonam, Madras Presidency, British India

� Other names Srinivasa Ramanujan Aiyangar
� Citizenship British Raj
� Education Government Arts College (no degree)
      Pachaiyappa's College (no degree)
       Trinity College, Cambridge (Bachelor of Arts by 

Research, 1916)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kumbakonam
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HOUSE OF RAMANUJAN:

� The visit to the house of the greatest 
mathematician and Noble laureate from India 
was quite inspiring. 

� The house in the heart of Kumbakonam the 
temple town of Tamil Nadu is now being 
maintained by the SASTRA college.



HOUSE:



KNOWN FOR :

�  Landau– Ramanujan constant
� Mock theta functions
�  Ramanujan   conjecture
�  Ramanujan   prime
�  Ramanujan – Soldner constant
�  Ramanujan theta function
�  Ramanujan's sum
� Rogers– Ramanujan identities
�  Ramanujan's master theorem
�  Ramanujan–Sato series

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landau%E2%80%93Ramanujan_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mock_theta_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan_conjecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan_prime
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan%E2%80%93Soldner_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan_theta_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan's_sum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rogers%E2%80%93Ramanujan_identities
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan's_master_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramanujan%E2%80%93Sato_series


GOLDBACH’S CONJECTURE:

�  Goldbach’s conjecture is one of the important 
illustrations of ramanujan contribution towards 
the proof of the conjecture. 

� The statement is every even integer greater that  
two( >2) is the sum of two primes, 

          that is, 6=3+3 
 Ramanujan shown that every large integer could 

be written as the sum of at most four primes.
       Example: 43=2+5+17+19.



PARTITION OF WHOLE NUMBERS

� Partition of whole numbers is another similar problem 
that captured ramanujan 

�  Subsequently ramanujan developed a formula for the 
partition of any number, which can be made to yield the 
required result by a series of successive approximation.

     Example :  3 = 3 + 0
                           = 1 + 2 
                           = 1+1+1
          4 = 3+1 = 2+2 = 2+1+1 = 1+1+1+1, 
         so the partition number of 4 is 5.
�   The partition number of 10 is 42, 
�    While 100 has more than 190 million partitions



This is Ramanujan’s Research Paper 



�  Fermat Theorem: He also did considerable 
work on the unresolved Fermat theorem

            which states that a prime number of the 
form 4m+1 is the sum of two squares.

         Ex: 4(4)+1 = 17
                we can write 17 = 

       
�  Euler’s constant : By 1904 Ramanujam had 

began to undertake deep research. He 
investigated the series (1/n) and calculatedEuler’s 
constant to 15 decimal places.



TAXI NUMBERS:



MAGIC SQUARE:
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NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY, YEAR :

� In 2011, on the 125th anniversary of his birth, 
the Indian government declared that 22 
December will be celebrated every year 
as National Mathematics Day.

�  Then Indian Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh also declared that 2012 would be 
celebrated as National Mathematics Year.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manmohan_Singh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manmohan_Singh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Mathematics_Year


YEAR OF  MATHEMATICS - 2012 



INDIAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY:

� The Society was founded in April 1907 by 
V. Ramaswamy Aiyer with its headquarters at 
Pune





.



 CONTRIBUTIONS OF  KAPREKAR :

� Dattatreya Ramchandra 
Kaprekar (1905–1986) was an 
Indian recreational mathematician

� KAPREKAR NUMBER
� KAPREKAR CONSTANT
� DELMO NUMBER
� PERFECT NUMBER
� POLITE NUMBER

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recreational_mathematician


KAPREKAR'S CONSTANT:

� In 1949, Kaprekar discovered an interesting 
property of the number 6174,

�  which was subsequently named the Kaprekar 
constant.[

�     Ex: 1234 
�         4321 − 1234 = 3087, then
              8730 − 0378 = 8352, and
              8532 − 2358 = 6174
              7641 − 1467 = 6174.
� A similar constant for 3 digits is 495.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaprekar's_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/495_(number)


KAPREKAR NUMBER:

� Another class of numbers Kaprekar described are 
the Kaprekar numbers.

�  A Kaprekar number is a positive integer with 
the property that if it is squared, then its 
representation can be partitioned into two 
positive integer parts whose sum is equal to the 
original number 

         Ex:  45
                 452=2025, and 20+25=45, 
        also 9, 55, 99 



DEVLALI OR SELF NUMBER:

� In 1963, Kaprekar defined the property which 
has come to be known as self numbers, as the 
integers that cannot be generated by taking some 
other number and adding its own digits to it. 

� For example, 21 is not a self number, 
     since it can be generated from 15
                                   15 + 1 + 5 = 21.
�  But 20 is a self number, since it cannot be 

generated from any other integer. 



HARSHAD NUMBER:

� Kaprekar also described the harshad 
numbers 

� which he named harshad, meaning "giving 
joy”

�  these are defined by the property that 
they are divisible by the sum of their 
digits. 

� Thus 12, which is divisible by 1 + 2 = 3, is 
a harshad number. 

      Ex: 18 which is divisible by 1+8 = 9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harshad_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harshad_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harshad_number


DEMLO NUMBER:

� Kaprekar also studied the Demlo numbers
�  Demlo is  a train station 30 miles from 

Bombay on the then G. I. P. 
Railway where he had the idea of studying 
them.

�  The best known of these are the 
Wonderful Demlo numbers 1, 121, 12321, 
1234321, …, which are the squares of 
the repunits 1, 11, 111,1111, ….[11]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demlo_number
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G._I._P._Railway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G._I._P._Railway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repunit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D._R._Kaprekar


POLITE NUMBER:

� In number theory, a polite number is a positive 
integer that can be written as the sum of two or 
more consecutive positive integers. 

     Ex: 10 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
             13 = 6 + 7
� The first few polite numbers are
    3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 

21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 
48, 49, 50, .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_integer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_integer


PERFECT NUMBER:

� Perfect number, a positive integer that 
is equal to the sum of its proper divisors. 

� The smallest perfect number is 6, which is 
the sum of 1, 2, and 3.

        factors of 6 are 1 , 2, 3   ( other than 
self) 

                   6 = 1 + 2 + 3
�  Other perfect numbers are 28, 496, and 

8,128.
       factors of 28 are 1 , 2, 4, 7, 14
          28 = 1+2+4+7+14 

https://www.britannica.com/science/integer


ABUNDANT NUMBER:

� In number theory, an abundant 
number or excessive number is a number that 
is smaller than the sum of its proper divisors. 

� The integer 12 is the first abundant number.
�  Its proper divisors are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6
         12 < 1+2+3+4+6
�  The amount by which the sum exceeds the 

number is the abundance.
�  The number 12 has an abundance of 4
           abudance of 12 is 16 – 12 = 4 



THANK YOU 😊 


